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ABSTRACT
We present a quantitative characterization of the unsteady aerodynamic features of a live, free-flying dragonfly under a well-established flight
condition. In particular, our investigations cover the span-wise features of vortex interactions between the fore- and hind-pairs of wings that
could be a distinctive feature of a high aspect ratio tandem flapping wing pair. Flapping kinematics and dynamic wing-shape deformation
of a dragonfly were measured by tracking painted landmarks on the wings. Using it as the input, computational fluid dynamics analyses
were conducted, complemented with time-resolved particle image velocimetry flow measurements to better understand the aerodynamics
associated with a dragonfly. The results show that the flow structures around hindwing’s inner region are influenced by forewing’s leading
edge vortex, while those around hindwing’s outer region are more influenced by forewing’s shed trailing edge vortex. Using a span-resolved
approach, we found that the forewing–hindwing interactions affect the horizontal force (thrust) generation of the hindwing most prominently
and the modulation of the force generation is distributed evenly around the midspan. Compared to operating in isolation, the thrust of the
hindwing is largely increased during upstroke, albeit the drag is also slightly increased during the downstroke. The vertical force generation
is moderately affected by the forewing–hindwing interactions and the modulation takes place in the outer 40% of the hindwing span during
the downstroke and in the inner 60% of the span during the upstroke.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5145199., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Dragonflies are remarkable flyers and offer excellent insight
into the aerodynamics and fluid–structural interactions as well as
the various inter-wing interactions between tandem-coupled flexible
flapping wings.1,2 Flapping wing locomotion is technically relevant
in the field of micro air vehicles (MAVs) and considered to be most
feasible for indoor missions.3

Observations on free-flying and tethered dragonflies suggest
that in-phase flapping is used to generate high aerodynamic forces
for demanding quick maneuvers or take off, while out-of-phase flap-
ping is favored for steady flight and hovering.4–6 Little or moderate
changes in the flapping pattern of the dragonfly can cause substantial
changes in the aerodynamic forces generated.7,8 It is hypothesized
that dragonflies smartly profit from the interaction between their
wings, and it is of active interest how such unsteady effects could be

exploited to advance the performance of biomimetic flapping wing
MAVs.9–11

Interaction effects between tandem-coupled wings can gen-
erally fall into two categories: induced flow effects (downwash or
upwash flow) and direct vortex interactions. Numerical12–14 and
experimental15–20 studies of hovering flight mode with both horizon-
tal16,18,19 and inclined 12–15,17,20 stroke planes have found the down-
wash effect to be detrimental to vertical force generation. Neverthe-
less, by optimal phasing of the wings, the downwash effect is reduced
and wings can generate forces nearly equal12,14–17,19 or higher20 than
wings that operate in isolation; Hu and Deng20 proposed that the
common observation4–6,21,22 that hovering dragonflies use out-of-
phase flapping is reasonable as it comes with only about 10% lift
reduction (in comparison with the highest lift of in-phase flapping),
but there is improved flight stability because of reduced body oscilla-
tions. It is found that hovering with four wings needs 22% less power
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than hovering with two wings.18 Additionally, Wang and Russell14

concluded that a relatively wide range of wing phasing (100○–220○

hind-wing lead) can generate the required vertical force for steady
hovering, with good power efficiency.

One of the key attributes of how a flapping wing generates lift
is the delayed stall of the leading edge vortex (LEV) that can result
in substantial aerodynamic force to a flapping wing system.23–25 As
much as 80% increase in lift can be attributed to the LEV in case of
impulsively started model wings at an angle of attack above 13.5○.23

Fundamentally, the LEV is generated and sustained from the balance
between the pressure gradient, the centripetal force, and the Corio-
lis force in the Navier–Stokes equations. The LEV generates a lower
pressure area in its core, which results in an increased suction force
on the wing surface. The effect of LEV and its stability has been stud-
ied extensively in recent years.26–28 Direct vortex interactions could
intensify or attenuate LEV formation and affect its shedding. Sev-
eral studies aimed to characterize direct vortex interactions between
tandem-coupled wings.

Fusion with the forewing shed trailing edge vortex (TEV) can
enhance or diminish the LEV of the hindwing.16 Vortex entities
forming close to each other (usually the case when the wings are flap-
ping in-phase) can synergically boost each other.20,29 Induced flow of
a shed forewing vortex can also affect the effective angle of the attack
of the hindwing.19

Vortex interactions30–34 and downwash35,36 were linked to
changes in aerodynamic performance at different phasings in for-
ward flight mode as well. It is concluded by these works that the
larger the advance ratio (non-dimensional flight speed), the sooner
the forewing wake elements may interact with the hindwing.

In summary, a number of scenarios can affect the performance
of a tandem winged flight system, including global boundary condi-
tions (such as an incoming flow or wall effect), flapping kinematic
parameters (phasing of the wings most importantly), and wings’
geometrical setup and structural properties. While past studies con-
siderably have helped our understanding of tandem wing aerody-
namics, the consequences of inter-wing interactions were often only
evaluated on a systems level. Previous investigations paid little atten-
tion to how interaction features vary over the span of a high aspect
ratio root flapping system such as that of a dragonfly. Moreover,
using simplified parameter space and wing models result in aero-
dynamic features that differ from those of a real dragonfly.37 On the
other hand, full span qualitative and quantitative studies involving
live dragonflies are attempted only by a few.37–39

Tethered and free-flying dragonflies were studied qualitatively
using smoke visualization by Thomas et al.38 It was hypothesized
that the forewing LEV spans over the dragonfly body from tip to
tip, while the hindwing typically exhibits attached flow. Interaction
effects in the wake have been presented, but interaction effects in
the proximity of the wings could not be clearly observed.38 Some
of the findings were quantitatively confirmed for out-of-phase flap-
ping by repeating the experiment with Aeshna and Sympetrum spec-
imens, measuring the flow with stereo time-resolved particle image
velocimetry (TR-PIV).39 In this study, they found that spanwise con-
tribution to weight support increases from root to tip, and both
species are approximately able to support their weight solely by the
contribution of the forewing LEV.39

Most recently, Hefler et al. presented interaction scenarios
along the wingspan of a live tethered dragonfly.37 The effect of the

interaction between separate vortex entities in the inner region of the
hindwing was evaluated based on the circulation boost of the hind-
wing LEV. It was also established that a free-flying dragonfly in the
low speed forward flight regime could exhibit similar flow features
as a tethered specimen.37

Based on our previous investigation, this work is aimed to char-
acterize the interaction features in detail and the resulting aero-
dynamic force distribution resolved to the wingspan of a free-
flying dragonfly, decoupled from the imposed effect of an external
flow. For the current study, we use not only the previously estab-
lished experimental methodology but an accurate computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation as well. We believe that under-
standing the characteristic spanwise functionality exhibited under
the instinctive control of the dragonfly can be the basis of the devel-
opment and optimization of a novel bioinspired wing. Advanced
nanofabrication could allow a flexible wing to better utilize the dom-
inant inter-wing interactions by smart effective stiffness distribution
that provides an optimized passive shape deformation.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental free-flight flow and dynamic
wing-shape measurement

Pantala flavescens (Fabricius 1798) individuals [Fig. 1(a)] were
caught near the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
campus. It is a medium sized dragonfly with a tip-to-tip wingspan
of 80–90 mm and body length of about 50 mm. The dragonflies
were used within a few hours of capture, allowing sufficient time for
the specimen to adapt to the temperature (19 ○C) in the laboratory.
Seven specimens were used for free-flight flow and two specimens
for wing-shape measurements. Each specimen could be used for a
limited number of flights before getting overly exhausted. In the PIV
measurements, the light sheet crossing the spanwise position of a
free-flight dragonfly is difficult to control, which often resulted in an
invalid measurement. This made it necessary to use more specimens
for PIV measurement than were used for the wing-shape measure-
ments. To illustrate the representative flow features and measure
the dynamic wing-shape deformation of a free-flying dragonfly, we
used the flights when the specimen flew steadily following a relatively
straight path in the measurement region.

A flight chamber [Fig. 1(b)] of 2 m (W) × 2 m (L) × 2 m (H) was
built indoors, with black curtain walls having openings that allowed
for direct accessibility to the high-speed cameras, the laser light, and
the guiding light. Inside the flight chamber, there was no substantial
flow present while the experiments were conducted. A strong incan-
descent studio lamp was used as the guiding light for the measure-
ments. The dragonflies were first hand-held, then smoothly released
inside the flight chamber, and flew typically toward the guiding light.
The point of release was about a meter distant from the area where
the measurement took place; it ensured that the dragonfly had a bal-
anced natural flight when measured. A dark background was set for
the PIV experiments, and a whiteboard background was used for
capture of the wing motion and deformation.

The flow fields around the flapping wings of free-flying drag-
onflies were measured by stereo TR-PIV. A vertically aligned laser
light sheet of about 1 mm thickness at the measurement field of view
was used to illuminate the seeding particles [a mist of olive oil from
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FIG. 1. Experimental procedures. (a) The dragonfly, Pantala
flavescens, with markings on the wings. (b) The experimen-
tal layout for the free-flight measurements.

a compressed air aerosol generator (LaVision GmbH)]. Flow field
areas of approximately 130 × 70 mm2 were recorded using two high-
speed CMOS-sensor cameras in double frame mode (VC-Phantom
M310). The measurement was set to 1000 Hz with adequate frame
separation interval within the range of 150–200 μs. The spanwise
positions of the measurements could not be pre-set as the dragonfly
was flying freely, quasi-parallel with the plane of the laser light sheet.
From the recorded flights, we selected measurements to present
three spanwise regions, in particular, the inner span, the midspan,
and the outer span. The recorded frames were filtered to correct for
intensity fluctuations. There is strong light reflection from the wing
surface which has to be masked out to avoid affecting the calculated
vector field. To obtain a clear result of the vector field, we applied
direct masking on a case by case basis if pre-implemented masking
functions were ineffective. Vector fields were computed using stereo
cross correlation mode and stepwise decreasing interrogation win-
dow size to 32 × 32 pixels in the final pass. Vectors were validated
by correlation peak criteria before a median filtering was applied to
remove outliers. The final vector fields were smoothed. The error
in PIV comes from the loss of particle image pairs due to the out of
plane particle motion or bias error (εbias), the particle image diameter
(εrms0), particle image displacement (εrmsδ), interrogation window
particle density (εrmsρ), and the variations in particle image inten-
sities (εrmsi).40 To estimate the error, we follow the methods of Raffel
et al.40 In our measurements, the errors are εbias = 0.07, εrms0 = 0.007,
εrmsδ = 0.003, εrmsρ = 0.004, εrmsi = 0.01 (after intensity normalization
in the image pre-processing). The total error is Σ εPIV = 0.094 pixel
or about 0.07 m/s (that is typically below 3%–5% of the measured
velocity magnitudes in the wake and surroundings of the wings of
the free-flying dragonfly).

Dynamic wing-shape deformation of four flights was recorded
where the markers on the wings could be well identified for at

least two flapping cycles (the kinematic parameters of the recorded
flights are presented in Fig. 2). Among the measured flights, one was
selected for the numerical simulation after careful consideration of
flight path and speed, flapping kinematics, and body posture to be
representative of a typical slow forward flight mode of the species. In
this case, the specimen was flying in a similar manner as in the case
of the free-flight flow measurements: ascending flight with moder-
ate speed, with about a quarter cycle hindwing lead wing phasing.
To precisely measure the wing kinematics and the dynamic shape
deformation of the wing membrane of the free-flying dragonfly, sev-
eral dozen landmarks were painted on the fore- and hind-wing sur-
faces and on the body [Fig. 1(a)]. The dragonfly was filmed using
two high-speed cameras (VC-Phantom M310) with the resolution
of 1216 × 760 pixels. The cameras were placed above and below
the flight path to ensure good visibility of the markers [Fig. 1(b)].
Considering the flapping frequency and size of the dragonfly, the
cameras were synchronized at 2000 frames per second. The land-
marks were tracked manually in each frame, and three-dimensional
coordinates were reconstructed with a direct linear transformation
(DLT) method via the open-source MATLAB-based application,
DLTdv5.41 The application was used for this work without any alter-
ation of its source code. The DLT coefficients were acquired with
the help of a 190 × 94 × 118 mm3 sized calibration frame. 33 and
37 markers were tracked on the hindwing and the forewing, respec-
tively, which offered the most detailed DLT shape reconstruction
of dragonfly wings to date. The careful manual tracking ensured
that the positional uncertainty was at most one pixel (0.33 mm). All
reconstructed points on the wing surfaces and body were smoothed
by a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a feasible cutoff
frequency which was set to be lower than the Nyquist frequency
but higher than the flapping frequency. The filtering ensured the
removal of all high frequency errors due to the manual tracking
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FIG. 2. Kinematics of the observed flights during the wing-
shape deformation measurement. The body angle is given
with its maximum and minimum observed values; IvI is
the average flight speed with notation of the average flight
direction of the dragonfly.

process. The acquired coordinates are transformed to the compu-
tational domain of the numerical model.

B. Numerical model
The computational domain, the body orientation, and the flap-

ping wing kinematics are described with the help of the global (X-
Y-Z, with its origin at the corner of the computational domain), the
wing-fixed (x′-y′-z′, with their origin at the root of each wing) and
the body-fixed (xb-yb-zb, with its origin in the center of mass of the
dragonfly model) coordinate systems [Fig. 3(a)]. The transforma-
tions among these three coordinate systems are easy to establish to
facilitate the dynamic regridding of the computational domain.42

The body-fixed coordinate system could be used to define the
pitch, roll, and yaw motions of the specimen. In our simulation, the
body orientation of the dragonfly is fixed within the computational
domain and the head-thorax-abdomen assembly is treated as a solid
body. The wing-fixed coordinate system is flapping (rotates around
the wing pivot according to the positional angle) together with the
wing to give a convenient way to describe the change in the posi-
tional angle (φ), the feathering angle (α), and the deviation angle (χ)
in relation to the stroke plane [Fig. 3(a)]. The stroke plane is the
plane in which the wing is flapping.

The positional angle (φ) defines the wing’s position within the
stroke plane. The origin of the positional angle is the wing pivot.
The positional angle is zero when the wing’s spanwise axis is parallel
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FIG. 3. (a) The definition of the kinematic and geomet-
ric angles of the free-flying dragonfly: the stroke plane is
defined as the x′–y′ plane. The stroke plane angle is β.
The wing positional angle is φ. The feathering angle is α.
The body angle is γ. (b) Wing kinematics under moderately
ascending, free-flight adopted for the numerical simulation
(dots represent the measured positions, continuous line is
the fitted curve, SHW and SFW stands for the wingspan of
hind- and forewing). t/T is the dimensionless time, where T
is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the
forewing in the first flapping cycle.

to the principal plane of the dragonfly body sideways. The feather-
ing angle (α) defines a wing chord’s pitching around the spanwise
axis. The feathering angle is zero when the wing is perpendicular to
the stroke plane. The deviation angle (χ) defines the wings motion
out of the stroke plane during a flapping cycle. The stroke plane
angle (β) is the angle between the stroke plane and the horizontal
axis in the global coordinate system [Fig. 3(a)]. The body angle (γ)
is the angle between the axis of the dragonfly body and the hori-
zontal axis in the global coordinate system [Fig. 3(a)]. The experi-
mentally measured flapping kinematics of the dragonfly can be well
described with two angles around the wing pivot, as the deviation
angle (χ) is negligible. The measured wing kinematics is presented in
Fig. 3(b).

For the analysis of the flow field around the dragonfly model,
we used a CFD solver, based on a finite volume method and a
fortified Navier–Stokes solver for a multi-blocked, overset-grid sys-
tem.42,43 The computational tools based on these techniques have
been utilized and validated in numerous applications, including
some of the case studies presented in the reference work of Shyy
et al.2 The numerical solver42 was used with permission and with-
out further alteration of the source coding. The numerical model
is based on the measured dynamic deformation of the wings of
a free-flying dragonfly in one flapping cycle of the selected flight.
Ensuring good continuity of the kinematic parameters in the sim-
ulation, fitted curves were adopted by using the third order of
Fourier series for the periodic computation as described in Ref.
42. In Fig. 3(b), the measured positional and feathering angles are

presented together with the fitted curves that were adopted for the
simulation.

The governing equations of the numerical solver are the
three-dimensional, incompressible, unsteady Navier–Stokes equa-
tions written in strong conservation form for mass and momentum.
The artificial compressibility method is used by adding a pseudo-
time derivative of pressure to the equation of continuity. For an
arbitrary deformable control volume V(t), the non-dimensionalized
governing equations are

∫
V(t)
(
∂Q
∂t

+
∂q
∂τ
)dV + ∫

V(t)
(
∂F
∂x

+
∂G
∂y

+
∂H
∂z

+
∂Fv

∂x
+
∂Gv

∂y
+
∂Hv

∂z
)dV = 0, (1)

where bold letters are used to denote matrices,

Q =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

u
v
w
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, q =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

u
v
w
p

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, F =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

u2 + p
uv
uw
λu

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, G =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

vu
v2 + p

vw
λv

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, H =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
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⎣
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⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
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⎥
⎦

,

Fv = −
1

Re
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⎢
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⎢
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⎢
⎢
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⎥
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0
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⎥
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.
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FIG. 4. Grid and coordinate systems: (a) global grid block
and (b) grids of a dragonfly body and wings.

In the above, λ is the pseudo-compressibility coefficient; p is
pressure; u, v, and w are velocity components in the Cartesian
coordinate system X, Y, and Z; t denotes physical time, while τ is
pseudo-time; and Re is the Reynolds number. The term q associated
with the pseudo-time is designed for an inter-iteration at each phys-
ical time step, which will vanish when the divergence of velocity is
driven to zero to satisfy the equation of continuity.

In this study, the computational domain was an 8SFW × 6SFW
× 6SFW sized Cartesian grid [Fig. 4(a)] in which the body grid
and the two fore- and hind-wing grids (flyer blocks) are immersed
[Fig. 4(b)]. The Cartesian grid has two sub-regions: clustering region
which has small, uniform grid spacing [highlighted by a red square
on Fig. 4(a)] and the global cluster that is gradually refined toward
the center of the computational domain. The uniform grid spacing
is set to be 0.15Cf in the basic model. The outer boundaries of the
flyer blocks are immersed in the clustering region to prevent loss of
accuracy due to the interpolation between the global block and flyer
blocks. The numbers of grid points in i × j × k are the following: the
global grid is 103 × 109 × 93; the body grid is 35 × 35 × 9; the two
fore- and hindwing grids are 37 × 37 × 17 each.

The time step for the computation is fixed at dt = 0.0005 cor-
responding to about 1.37 × 10−5 s, that is about 2000 step for one
flapping cycle of a fore- or hind wing. With this value, the conver-
gence of the flow field was ensured. The boundary conditions for the
velocity and the pressure are given as: (1) at upstream the velocity
is the inflow while pressure is set to zero and (2) at downstream
zero-gradient condition is taken for both velocity and pressure.42

On the body surface, the no-slip condition is used for the velocity
components.42

The model parameters are summarized in Table I. The compu-
tation is done in the laminar flow regime; no turbulence modeling
was implemented. Note that the head, thorax, and tail ensemble
is treated as one rigid body, and the flexible fore- and hind-wing
models are reconstructed based on the coordinates of the land-
marks on the flapping wings recorded during the experiment as
in Ref. 44. In the computational model, the dragonfly body is
fixed in the computational domain and components of an added
inflow are 0.63 m/s in horizontal and −0.49 m/s in the verti-
cal direction in the global coordinate system that is based on the
measured flight speed and direction of the free-flying dragonfly
(slightly emerging slow forward flight), to account for the free-
flight condition. The added inflow is simplified by using the average

value. The slight changes in flight speed are not considered in this
study.

(Uref = 2ϕSFWf) (2)

(k = 2πfCf/Uref) (3)

(Re = UrefCf/ν) (4)

C. Verification and validation of the computational
model

The self-consistency of the solver for low Reynolds number
studies was assessed previously.42 To ensure sufficiently qualified
grids as well as a reasonable computational time, the N × N × N
grid size can be derived,

N = L/
√

Re. (5)

Here, L is the mean length of the wing in the streamwise direc-
tion. The applied grid in the current study is finer than what is
necessary. To observe the influence of the grid resolution, the time
step, and the domain size on the computational results, we used the

TABLE I. Parameters used for the computational analysis.

Mean chord length (fore), Cf (mm) 7.94
Mean chord length (hind), Ch (mm) 11.44
Wing length (fore), SFW (mm) 43.4
Wing length (hind), SHW (mm) 40.1
Flapping frequency, f (Hz) 36.4
Flapping amplitude, ϕ (rad) 0.77
Stroke plane angle (fore) βf (deg) 34.5
Stroke plane angle (hind) βh (deg) 37.9
Body angle γ (deg) 20
Density of air, ρ (kg/m3) 1.225
Kinematic viscosity of air, ν (m2/s) 1.5 × 10−5

Reference velocity, Uref (m/s) 2.42
Reduced frequency, k (-) 0.37
Reynolds number (fore), ReFW (-) 1288
Reynolds number (hind), ReHW (-) 1714
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TABLE II. The computational system parameters.

Global grid Body grid Wing grids Cycle-averaged vertical
Case study Domain size (X × Y × Z) dt [-] (I × j × k) (I × j × k) (I × j × k) force (mN)

Basic 8SFW × 6SFW × 6SFW 0.000 5 103 × 109 × 93 35 × 35 × 9 37 × 37 × 17 3.67
Fine grid 8SFW × 6SFW × 6SFW 0.000 5 141 × 153 × 125 41 × 41 × 13 47 × 47 × 21 3.76
Coarse grid 8SFW × 6SFW × 6SFW 0.000 5 79 × 81 × 73 27 × 27 × 7 27 × 27 × 13 3.62
Fine step 8SFW × 6SFW × 6SFW 0.000 25 103 × 109 × 93 35 × 35 × 9 37 × 37 × 17 3.68
Coarse step 8SFW × 6SFW × 6SFW 0.001 103 × 109 × 93 35 × 35 × 9 37 × 37 × 17 3.66
Enlarged domain 10SFW × 8SFW × 8SFW 0.000 5 131 × 145 × 125 35 × 35 × 9 37 × 37 × 17 3.66

base model along with five additional systems. The system parame-
ters are summarized in Table II. The two fore- and hindwing grids
are the same number in this computation.

Figure 5 shows the total vertical forces acting on the dragon-
fly body and its four wings in the dependency study. The vertical
forces of the fine and the coarse grid systems are slightly increased
and decreased, respectively, both around t/T = 3.3. The other sys-
tems maintain the same value with the basic model. The total cycle-
averaged value of the vertical force considering the body ensemble
and all four wings is shown in Table II. Although there is some dif-
ference between the cycle-averaged vertical force of the finer and the
basic grid systems, its effect on the discussed flow features and on
the spanwise variance of aerodynamic forces is minor. The basic grid
system was adopted for this study, since the fine grid system would
be computationally more expensive.

Second, the results of the numerical study were compared with
flow field measurements of live free-flying dragonflies at multiple
spanwise positions by TR-PIV. The results were also cross-checked
and found to show reasonable qualitative agreement with previ-
ous tethered PIV flow field measurements of the same dragonfly
species.37

The flow features of a tethered dragonfly along its wingspan are
presented in the inner-, transition- and outer-regions that are shown
to have distinct features by tethered flow measurement.37 In the case
of a quarter cycle hindwing lead flapping, an LEV–LEV interaction
dominated the inner span. Differently, in the outer span, a vortex
capture mechanism, in which case the hindwing captures the shed
vortex of the forewing, was reported.37 Closest to the root, a transi-
tion region is formed, where negligible inter-wing interaction takes
place due to the small distance between the ipsilateral wings.37 A sec-
ond transition region is formed between the inner span and the outer
span regions, where the downwash of the forewing is the dominant
interaction feature observed.37

Here, we compare the results of the numerical model with free-
flight flow measurement, focusing on the features presented in the
referred work. We emphasize that the numerical study models one
particular flight that has been measured via high-speed video, and it
was not the intention of this study to case by case preset the bound-
ary conditions of the numerical study to match exactly those of
the PIV free-flight measurements. Furthermore, the numerical code
does not feature a fully coupled fluid–structure interaction model-
ing, but the time-dependent wing-shape morphology is prescribed.
Due to these reasons, an exact match between the measured and
modeled flow fields is not expected; however, the most characteristic

FIG. 5. Sensitivity analysis on grid points, time step, and domain size.
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features can be identified and compared qualitatively to help eluci-
date the overall physical mechanisms. Several free-flight trials were
conducted with multiple specimens. In the following, we present
cases where the results were the clearest, the specimen flew quasi-
horizontally, and the wing positions and measurement sections were
adequate to show the flow features. We selected the time instants
when the dominant flow features37 are clearly present, case by case,
for each measured region. In Figs. 6 and 7, the flow features during
the downstroke and upstroke of the hindwing are presented, respec-
tively. In the figures showing the flow fields, F and H subscripts refer
to forewing and hindwing vortexes, respectively, and asterisks mark
a captured vortex.

In Fig. 6, the dominant interaction features37 are shown dur-
ing the downstroke of the hindwing; left column shows the results of
the numerical simulation, while the right column shows the results
of the flow measurements. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the flow
in the inner region of the hindwing. In Fig. 6(a), the upstroke

FIG. 6. Vorticity contours at three spanwise regions at time instants when the dom-
inant interaction features can be clearly observed. Numerical (a), (c), and (e), and
experimental (b), (d), and (f) results of PIV measurement. t/T is the dimensionless
time, where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. SHW stands for the wingspan of the hindwing. Arrows
indicate the wing motion and flight direction.

FIG. 7. Vorticity contours at three spanwise regions at time instants when the dom-
inant interaction features can be clearly observed. Numerical (a), (c), and (e) and
experimental (b), (d), and (f) results of PIV measurement. t/T is the dimensionless
time, where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. SHW stands for the wingspan of the hindwing. Arrows
indicate the wing motion and the flight direction.

formed LEV of the forewing (LEVF_1) sheds downstream, while
the forewing is pitching downward. This vortex (LEVF_1) influ-
ences the formation of the downstroke hindwing LEV (LEVH_2).
In tethered flow measurements, vortex synergy was found between
the fore- and hindwing LEV.37 Here, a similar synergy takes place
between the LEVs (LEVF_1 and LEVH_2). The shedding hindwing
TEV (TEVH_2) can also be observed. Figure 6(b) shows the mea-
sured flow around the wings of a free-flying dragonfly in the inner
region. Figure 6(b) shows a hindwing TEV (TEVH_2) of comparable
size and strength with the one observed in Fig. 6(a); however, due to
the strong reflection from the specimen’s body, we could not mea-
sure the flow in the area where the LEVs are expected to be found.
A difference from the numerical model is a LEV (LEVF_2) that is
shedding above the forewing. This LEV is formed by the forewing
due to a brief descent of the dragonfly that highly altered the effec-
tive angle of attack of the forewing prior to the presented flapping
cycle.
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Figures 6(c) and 6(d) present the flow in the transitional region.
In both cases, the shed forewing vortex (TEVF_1) moves down-
stream below the downstroking hindwing. Neither LEV–LEV syn-
ergy nor vortex capture is observed. The overall flow features, the
vortex positions, strength, and size are similar in the case of the
numerical model [Fig. 6(c)] and the measurement [Fig. 6(d)].

Figures 6(e) and 6(f) present the flow near the wingtips. The
most dominant feature that can be observed in both the numeri-
cal results [Fig. 6(e)] and the measured [Fig. 6(f)] flow is that the
downstroking hindwing captures elements of the shed forewing
TEV (noted as LEVH_2∗). This pattern was observed by tethered
measurements previously.37 The shed forewing and hindwing TEVs
(LEVF_1 and TEVH_2) are positioned slightly more downstream
in the case of the measurement probably due to the different flight
direction and speed in the presented cases. The overall flow features
again show a good qualitative agreement between the two cases.

In Fig. 7, the dominant interaction features37 are shown during
the upstroke of the hindwing; left column shows the results of the
numerical simulation, while the right column shows the results of
the flow measurements. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the flow in the
inner region. Figure 7(a) shows the LEVs of the forewing (LEVF_2)
and the hindwing (LEVH_1) closely positioned, allowing a vortex
synergy37 to take place. A TEV of the hindwing (TEVH_1) can
also be observed in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The measured flow of the
free-flying dragonfly [Fig. 7(b)] shows the forewing LEV (LEVF_2)
and the hindwing TEV (TEVH_1) similarly positioned as in the
case of the numerical results. Again, due to the reflection from
the specimen’s body, the hindwing LEVs existence could not be
determined.

In Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), the forewing LEV (LEVF_2) and the
forewing TEV (TEVF_2) positions and the vorticity magnitudes are
reasonably similar. The forewing TEV sheds downstream above the
hindwing without an apparent LEV–LEV interaction in both cases.

In the outer region, the dominant interaction mechanism is
a wake vortex capture by the hindwing.37 Figure 7(e) presents the
formation of an upstroke hindwing LEV (LEVH_1∗) by the par-
tial capturing of the shed forewing TEV (TEVF_2). The forewing
downstroke LEV (LEVF_2) also can be observed in Fig. 7(e). Dif-
ferently, during free-flight measurement [Fig. 7(f)], capture of the
upstroke vortex did not happen, but a weak upstroke LEV is formed
by the hindwing (LEVH_1). Moreover, in Fig. 7(f), the forewing vor-
texes (FDT and LEVF_2) are found more downstream than in the
case of the numerical results. These differences can be explained
with the prior descending and level flight of the measured speci-
men vs the slight ascending flight of the simulated dragonfly. The
similar influence of flight direction to the vortex capture in the outer
span has been discussed previously.37

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Flight behavior and the dynamic shape
deformation of the dragonfly wings in free-flight

In the experiments, after release, the dragonfly starts flapping
immediately. It orients itself to the desired flight direction within a
short period of time and then proceeds forward with steady, hind-
wing lead out-of-phase strokes. The variance of the flapping kine-
matics of the free-flying specimens was presented in our previous

study.37 This general flight sequence has four possible stages: recov-
ering maneuvers, slight descending or ascending, and level-flight
(Fig. 8). Interaction features could be present at any of these four
stages depending on the actual stroke kinematics and flight velocity
of the dragonfly.

While in motion, the wings are passively cambering and twist-
ing according to the pressure gradients and inertial forces acting
on the flexible membrane. The spanwise camber is less substantial
due to the strong leading edge and the corrugated wing structure.
Figure 9 shows the measured feathering angle and the chordwise
camber of the fore- and hind-wing at four spanwise cross sections.
The camber is defined as the ratio between the distance of the
leading and trailing edges and the deflection at the middle of the
chord. We can see from the graphs that the twisting of the wings
gradually increases toward the tip; however, the chordwise cam-
ber is related to the local chord width. The gradual twisting of the
wing causes the local angle of attack to gradually decrease toward
the wingtip. It is reasonable to assume that above a certain flight
speed, the wing twisting together with the streamwise component
of the incident flow will result in vortex breakdown28 at the outer
span. The chordwise cambering helps preserve the LEV on the pres-
sure side of the flapping wing of a live dragonfly during stroke
reversal.37

B. Aerodynamic performance of the wings
1. Systems-level approach

Aerodynamic forces derived from the results of the numeri-
cal model are first evaluated on a systems level. All the forces are
presented in the body-fixed coordinate system (xb-yb-zb). Fig-
ure 10(a) presents the aerodynamic forces in the global coordinate
over one complete cycle in tandem operation of the wings. The total
forces of the fore- and hindwing in the vertical and horizontal axis
are also given in Fig. 10(a).

Both wings are generating thrust at the upstroke and lift at the
downstroke. The total vertical force is negative only when both the
wings are upstroking while the total thrust force oscillates with twice
the frequency of the flapping frequency and shows the highest nega-
tive value at the time when both wings are in their downstroke. Inter-
estingly, only the hindwing generates substantial drag in the second

FIG. 8. A representative free-flight sequence (cut from the recorded frames of PIV
flow measurement). IvI is the average flight speed of the dragonfly.
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FIG. 9. The dynamic deformation of the wings throughout a flapping cycle at four
distances. t/T is the dimensionless time, where T is the period and t = 0 at the start
of the downstroke of the forewing in the first flapping cycle. SHW and SFW stand for
the wingspan of the hind- and forewing.

half of its downstroke [Fig. 10(a)]. From the results in Fig. 10(b)
(t/T 4.1 to 4.2), we can see that the drag is, in part, attributed to
the interaction with the forewing. Sympetrum frequens, a dragon-
fly species similar in size to those in this study, was filmed in slow
forward flight and the aerodynamic forces during a flapping cycle
were calculated using momentum theory, blade element theory, and
a numerical method modified from the local circulation method.45

This study also reports that most of the thrust force is generated
during upstroke and lift during the downstroke of both wings, and
the largest drag occurs when both wings are upstroking. Differently
in their study, the forewing generated more drag than the hind-
wing, which might be the result of slightly different wing geome-
tries and flapping kinematics. Free-flight of Pachydiplax longipennis,
another species comparable with the one in our investigation, has
been recorded to numerically study upright and inverted flight.46 We
refer to the lift and thrust during normal upright flight for the follow-
ing comparison. The time histories presented are in good agreement
with the current results; however, the force magnitudes are more
moderate and in their case the hindwing produces no drag during
the second half of its downstroke.46 These discrepancies could be

FIG. 10. (a) Horizontal (solid lines) and vertical (dashed lines) forces of the flexible
wing numerical model over a cycle in tandem wing operation. (b) Horizontal (solid
lines) and vertical (dashed lines) forces of the hindwing wing with and without
the influence of the forewing. (The results are derived from the numerical study.)
t/T is the dimensionless time, where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the
downstroke of the forewing in the first flapping cycle.

explained by the slightly different flight direction (and body ori-
entation) and flapping kinematics of the specimen in their work.
Nevertheless, in comparison with our investigations, the reported
magnitude of forces is within an acceptable margin, considering the
differences in flight kinematics and wing geometries in the above
studies.

Figure 10(b) shows the effect of the interaction on the hind-
wing force generation by comparing the vertical and horizontal
forces generated by the hindwing with and without the effect of
the forewing. From the graphs, it is apparent that the interaction
increases the vertical and horizontal peak forces. Three parts of the
flapping cycle are distinct. From t/T 3.7 to 4, the hindwing is in its
first half of downstroke, during which, the generated lift decreases
while the thrust is unchanged. In the second half of the downstroke,
and during the beginning of the upstroke of the hindwing (t/T 4
to 4.4), the interaction redistributes the generated forces more ver-
tically, more lift and less thrust generated. Finally, at the upstroke
phase of the hindwing, the interaction is advantageous, more thrust
is generated while the lift is decreased slightly.

Furthermore, total cycle-averaged horizontal and vertical
forces in the global coordinate are 1.15 mN and 3.54 mN, respec-
tively. Considering that the measured weight of the dragonfly after
the experiment was 3.28 mN, our computational model generates
slightly more lift than what is needed for weight support. In addition,
the positive horizontal value manifests from the insufficient force for
flying with the measured flight speed. In other words, the total force
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vector of the numerical model is tilted backward, resulting in an
upward acceleration instead of steady emerging flight. The slight dis-
crepancy in the force values can be attributed to the simplifications
of the model.

2. Span-resolved approach
To investigate how the dragonfly wing’s force generation varies

over the span, we resolved the span into 10 regions sideways from
the hindwing root to the wingtip. We conceptually focus on how
the interaction affects the force generation by the hindwing. As pre-
viously shown, at an approximately quarter cycle hindwing lead
phasing of the wings, the interaction has negligible effect on the
forewing.16,19,20,31,33,35 The following flow and force evaluation is
based on the numerical results.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the horizontal force time histo-
ries, while Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) show the vertical force time histories
of the fore- and hind wing resolved to the wingspan while the wings
are in tandem operation. The magnitudes of the generated forces
show substantial differences over the span. From the graphs, we can
see that the highest aerodynamic forces are generated in the region
of 0.4–0.6 SHW and SFW, distributed evenly around the midspan
except in the case of the horizontal force generated by the forewing
[Fig. 11(a)] where it is slightly shifted toward the outer span. The
horizontal force generated by the forewing is largest in the region
of 0.5–0.8 SFW. These results contradict the assumption that the
generated lift could be gradually increasing toward the wingtip, as
expected in the case of a wing that sustains an attached LEV with
gradually increased circulation toward the wingtip.39

In the case of the forewing, the temporal change in the aerody-
namic forces resolved to the wingspan is very similar, only the force
magnitudes are different. The invariant time histories of forces gen-
erated along the wingspan of the forewing confirm that while in an
approximately quarter cycle hindwing lead setup the forewing is not
substantially affected by the hindwing. Considering the time courses
of forces resolved to the wingspan, these are very different in the case
of the hindwing horizontal force component, while there is only a
slight difference in the case of vertical force generation. The span-
wise variation in the force generation of the hindwing is likely the
result of interaction with the forewing.

To further investigate the interaction effect on the hindwing, we
numerically calculated force generation in the case of solo vs tandem
operation. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the horizontal force and (c)
and (d) the vertical force time histories of the hindwing in tandem
and in solo operation.

First, we investigate the initial part of the stroke of the hind-
wing. The interaction decreases the generated vertical force during
the first third of the downstroke [Fig. 12(c) vs Fig. 12(d) at t/T
= 3.8 for instance]; on the other hand, there is no negative vertical
force generated during the first third of the upstroke [Fig. 12(c) vs
Fig. 12(d) at t/T = 4.3 for instance] in the region that spans from 0.4
SHW to 0.8 SHW. Less drag (negative horizontal force) occurs in the
first third of the downstroke (t/T = 3.8), while the largely decreased
force generation adds drag during the first third of the upstroke (t/T
= 4.3). Again, the interaction is most prominent in the region of 0.4
SHW to 0.8 SHW.

During the rest of the up- and downstroke, there is a vertical
force amplification (both negative and positive) and it is present in

FIG. 11. Horizontal [(a) and (b)] and
vertical [(c) and (d)] forces acting on
the hindwing and forewing in tandem
operation, resolved along the hindwing
span (results derived from the numeri-
cal study). t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the
start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. SHW and SFW
stands for the wingspan of the hind- and
forewing.
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FIG. 12. Horizontal [(a) and (b)] and
vertical [(c) and (d)] forces acting on
the hindwing in tandem vs solo opera-
tion, resolved along the hindwing span
(results derived from the numerical
study). t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the
start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. SHW and SFW
stand for the wingspan of the hind- and
forewing.

the region of 0.2 SHW to 0.6 SHW and strongest at the midspan region
of about 0.4 SHW to 0.6 SHW [Fig. 12(c) vs Fig. 12(d) at t/T = 4.1 and
4.5 for instance]. Regarding the horizontal force modulation, there
is a large gain during the upstroke of the hindwing [Fig. 12(a) vs
Fig. 12(b) at t/T = 4.5 for instance], which results most prominently
from the interaction in the region that spans from 0.2 SHW to 0.9
SHW. During the downstroke [Fig. 12(a) vs Fig. 12(b) at t/T = 4.1
for instance], the drag amplification is less intense and limited to a
smaller region that spans from 0.4 SHW to 0.6 SHW.

To understand the underlying flow phenomena that results in
force modulation on the hindwing, we have visualized the flow at
critical time instants: t/T = 3.8, 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5 (marked in Figs. 11
and 12). A supplementary video of the iso-surfaces of Q = 1.2,
streamlines and non-dimensional absolute velocity in the midspan,
for two complete cycles can be accessed in Fig. 13 (Multimedia
view). In Figs. 14 and 15, the flow features at the beginning of the
hindwing down- and upstroke (t/T = 3.8 and 4.3) are shown in
detail. Figures 14(a) and 15(a) show the iso-surfaces of Q-criterion in
hindwing solo operation; furthermore, iso-surfaces of Q-criterion,
velocity magnitude and streamlines at mid-span [Figs. 14(b) and
15(b)], are shown in tandem operation. We also present the non-
dimensionalized pressure distribution on the wing surfaces in solo
[Figs. 14(c), 14(e), 15(c), and 15(e)] and tandem mode [Figs. 14(d),
14(f), 15(d), and 15(f)].

Figure 14 shows the flow features and the pressure distribution
on the surfaces of the wings at the beginning of the downstroke of
the hindwing (t/T = 3.8). Confirming the trends of force modulation
in Fig. 12 at t/T = 3.8, the pressure distribution clearly shows that

interaction in the outer span (0.4 SHW to 0.8 SHW) results in the
decreased force generation in tandem mode. At t/T = 3.8, the hind-
wing LEV of the upstroke (LEVH_1) is shedding at the bottom sur-
face of the wing. The forming downstroke hindwing LEV (LEVH_2)
is also visible in Fig. 14(b). Compared with the iso-surfaces in sin-
gle hindwing operation [Fig. 14(a)], we can see that the shedding
upstroke formed LEV of the hindwing is enhanced while forming
of the downstroke LEV is delayed in tandem operation. The change

FIG. 13. The iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Q = 1.2), streamlines and non-
dimensional absolute velocity in the midspan, for two complete cycles. Multimedia
view: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5145199.1
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FIG. 14. (a) Iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Q = 1.2 colored by Y-vorticity to indicate
direction; red is positive and blue is negative), (b) iso-surfaces of Q = 1.2, stream-
lines and non-dimensional absolute velocity; and pressure distribution on the top
[(c) and (d)] and bottom [(e) and (f)] wing surface at t/T = 3.8 in solo (a)–(c)–(e) and
tandem (b)–(d)–(f) mode. The wings’ motion is indicated by yellow arrows, and the
midspan is highlighted by the pink line for reference. t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing in the
first flapping cycle. IvI is the velocity magnitude at the mid-span cross section.

in the vortex strength results in a lower pressure difference between
the pressure and suction side of the hindwing [Figs. 14(c) and 14(e)
vs Figs. 14(d) and 14(f)] and explains the decreased force generation
of the hindwing in tandem operation at t/T = 3.8 (Fig. 12). The rea-
son for these changes can be traced back to the interaction with the
shed forewing TEV (vortex capture) earlier in the stroke cycle [see
Fig. 13 (Multimedia view) t/T = 4.46 to 4.56]. The vortex capture
mechanism will be further discussed later.

Figure 15 shows the flow features and the pressure distribu-
tion on the surfaces of the wings at the beginning of the upstroke of
the hindwing (t/T = 4.3). Observing the iso-surface of Q-criterion
of the hindwing LEV in Fig. 15(a) vs Fig. 15(b) and the pressure

FIG. 15. (a) Iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Q = 1.2 colored by Y-vorticity to indicate
direction; red is positive and blue is negative), (b) iso-surfaces of Q = 1.2, stream-
lines and non-dimensional absolute velocity; and pressure distribution on the top
[(c) and (d)] and bottom [(e) and (f)] wing surface at t/T = 4.3 in solo (a)–(c)–(e) and
tandem (b)–(d)–(f) mode . The wings’ motion is indicated by yellow arrows, and the
midspan is highlighted by the pink line for reference. t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing in the
first flapping cycle. IvI is the velocity magnitude at the mid-span cross section.

distributions in solo vs tandem operation [Figs. 15(c) and 15(e) vs
Figs. 15(d) and 15(f)], we can see that the shedding downstroke LEV
(LEVH_2) contributes substantially to the aerodynamic force mod-
ulation. This LEV is enhanced and positioned closer to the pressure
surface of the upstroking hindwing by the synergic LEV–LEV inter-
action37 with the shedding forewing upstroke LEV (LEVF_1) [see
Figs. 7(c) and 13 (Multimedia view) t/T = 4.1 to 4.3]. Compared with
the single hindwing case, this results in a lower pressure above the
wing [Figs. 15(c) and 15(e) vs Figs. 15(d) and 15(f)] that explains the
increased vertical force generation (reduced negative force).

Second, we can observe that the streamlines are strongly
directed downward by the hindwing [Fig. 15(b)], very different from
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the case seen in Fig. 14(b). It is evident that the drag as well as the
lift in this case is higher as the momentum of the induced flow of
the forewing is deflected more downward. The combined effect of
these two flow features that occur briefly at the beginning of the
upstroke results in the generation of a positive vertical force despite
the upward motion of the hindwing but at the cost of inducing more
drag (Fig. 14, t/T = 4.3).

In Figs. 16 and 17, the flow features during the down- and
upstroke of the hindwing (t/T = 4.1 and 4.5) are shown in detail.
Figures 16(a) and 17(a) show the iso-surfaces of Q-criterion in
hindwing solo operation; furthermore, iso-surfaces of Q-criterion,

FIG. 16. (a) Iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Q = 1.2 colored by Y-vorticity to indicate
direction; red is positive and blue is negative), (b) iso-surfaces of Q = 1.2, stream-
lines and non-dimensional absolute velocity; and pressure distribution on the top
[(c) and (d)] and bottom [(e) and (f)] wing surface at t/T = 4.1 in solo (a)–(c)–(f) and
tandem (b)–(d)–(f) mode. The wings’ motion is indicated by yellow arrows, and the
midspan is highlighted by the pink line for reference. t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. IvI is the velocity magnitude at the mid-span cross
section.

FIG. 17. (a) Iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 1.2 colored by Y-vorticity to indicate
direction; red is positive and blue is negative), (b) iso-surfaces of Q = 1.2, stream-
lines and non-dimensional absolute velocity; and pressure distribution on the top
[(c) and (d)] and bottom [(e) and (f)] wing surface at t/T = 4.5 in solo (a)–(c)–(e) and
tandem (b)–(d)–(f) mode. The wings’ motion is indicated by yellow arrows, and the
midspan is highlighted by the pink line for reference. t/T is the dimensionless time,
where T is the period and t = 0 at the start of the downstroke of the forewing
in the first flapping cycle. IvI is the velocity magnitude at the mid-span cross
section.

velocity magnitude and streamlines at mid-span [Figs. 16(b) and
17(b)], are shown in tandem operation. We also present the non-
dimensionalized pressure distribution on the wing surfaces in solo
[Figs. 16(c), 16(e), 17(c), and 17(e)] and tandem [Figs. 16(d), 16(f),
17(d), and 17(f)] mode.

Figure 16 shows the hindwing in the final quarter of its down-
stroke. We can see that the forewing (LEVF_1) and hindwing
(LEVH_2) LEVs are positioned close to each other [Fig. 16(b)].
The distance between the vortexes facilitates a synergic interac-
tion between these vortexes.37 In accordance with the flow struc-
tures, compared with the case of the single hindwing [Figs. 16(c)
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and 16(e)], the surface pressure in the tandem mode [Figs. 16(d) and
16(f)] shows an area of higher pressure gradient between the bottom
and top surface of the hindwing. This area spans from 0.3 SHW to 0.8
SHW. This results in a force modulation that is shown in Fig. 12 (t/T
= 4.1). There is neither a strong contraction nor a strong deflection
of the streamlines in the mid-span cross section, which would foster
increased horizontal momentum transport.

During the upstroke of the hindwing, according to the force
graphs (Fig. 12), the interaction strongly affects the force generation
over an extended area that is well indicated on the surface pres-
sure plots in Fig. 17. Just after the mid-upstroke of the hindwing
(t/T = 4.5), we can see a substantial difference in surface pressure
distribution when comparing the solo vs the tandem operation of
the hindwing [Figs. 17(c) and 17(e) vs Figs. 17(d) and 17(f)]. Study
of the iso-surfaces of Q-criterion in relation to the wings’ position
and the streamline paths in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b) reveals three dis-
tinct features of the flow around the wings. The added effect of these
features results in the particularly large aerodynamic force modula-
tion. First, the synergic interaction with the forewing LEV (LEVF_2)
in the inner and mid-region of the hindwing boosts the upstroke
hindwing LEV (LEVH_1) and second, capture of the forewing wake
vortex (TEVF_2) in the tip region. And finally, we can observe
that the shed hindwing (TEVH_1) and forewing (TEVF_2) vortexes
formed during the previous stroke create a narrow channel [shown
by black arrow in Fig. 17(b)] in the wake of the wings that compress
and direct the momentum of the induced flow resulting in propul-
sive output of the tandem wing system. This channel is not formed
while the hindwing is downstroking [see streamlines in Fig. 17(b) vs

Fig. 16(b)], which also explains the remarkable difference in hori-
zontal force modulation shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) at t/T 4.1 vs
t/T 4.5.

In Fig. 18, the modulation of the hindwing force generation
during both downstroke and upstroke as well as over a complete
flapping cycle is presented resolved to the wingspan. The interaction
effect on the cycle-averaged vertical force generation of the hindwing
is minimal, and it changes little over the span of the wing. Slightly
larger modulation occurs in the midspan than at the root and the tip
region of the wing. The cycle-averaged vertical force is decreased by
the effect of the interaction over the complete span of the hindwing.
During the downstroke of the hindwing, the vertical force modula-
tion is in the outer span (0.6 SHW to 1 SHW) of the hindwing, while
the modulation during the upstroke is in the region of 0.2 SHW to
0.6 SHW. The outer span vertical force modulation is caused by the
capture and interaction with shed vortical elements of the forewing
(Figs. 14 and 16). The inner span vertical force modulation is the
result of the hindwing’s interaction with the forewing LEV.

The cycle-averaged horizontal force generation is increased
over the complete span, most substantially in the midspan region
(Fig. 18). During the downstroke, the horizontal force is decreased
by the effect of the interaction; however, during upstroke, it is
greatly increased. As shown by the numerical model [Figs. 15(b) and
17(b)], the horizontal force modulation is the combined result of
the forewing LEVs synergic interaction with the hindwing LEVs and
the wake vortex capture in addition to the momentum channeling
of the wings’ and wake vortexes. In the body-fixed coordinate sys-
tem, the interaction increases the horizontal force largely and most

FIG. 18. Force gain of the hindwing by the interaction,
resolved to the wingspan.
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prominently in the midspan region while maintaining the vertical
force. The increase in the horizontal force in the body-fixed refer-
ence frame contributes to thrust and weight support in the global
coordinate system; thus, the interaction is advantageous in both
thrust and lift generation.

IV. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive study has been conducted using experimental

and numerical methodology to evaluate the aerodynamic character-
istics of free-flying dragonflies, resolved along the wingspan. The
numerical model is based on a high precision, dynamic wing-shape
measurement of a free-flying dragonfly. The results of the numerical
study show reasonable agreement with our earlier flow measurement
on tethered specimens;37 moreover, the interaction patterns closely
match those measured on free-flying dragonflies. The numerical
study thus serves as a tool for a span-resolved performance evalu-
ation together with the time-resolved flow measurement. This inte-
grated approach provides several results regarding the dragonflies’
tandem wing operation:

● The flapping wings deform substantially. The chordwise
cambering of the wings is related to the local chord length,
while the twisting gradually increases toward the tip. Sup-
ported by the strong leading edge veins and corrugations, the
spanwise cambering of the wings is not substantial. The flex-
ible deformation of the wings helps preserve vortical struc-
tures on the wings’ pressure side well after stroke reversal,
which facilitates a LEV–LEV synergy and the shedding of
consistent wake vortexes in the wake.

● Besides the downwash flow that is generally known to be
present in the wake of the forewing, there are two distinct
vortex interaction features that affect the hindwing. A syner-
gic LEV–LEV interaction dominates the inner and mid-span
regions, while a wake vortex capture is observed on the outer
span.

● Evaluating the force generation on a systems level provides
very little information. We can see that both wings generate
most of the vertical force during downstroke and horizon-
tal force during upstroke. The total vertical force is always
positive, while the total thrust force oscillates with twice
the flapping frequency. Only the hindwing generates sub-
stantial drag. Regarding the interaction effect on the hind-
wing, we can observe a time delay in both vertical and
horizontal force building up during the downstroke, unlike
during the upstroke. The peak forces are increased dur-
ing both downstroke and upstroke. The largest modulation
takes place during the upstroke when the horizontal force is
boosted.

● Applying a span-resolved approach, we confirmed that the
wings function differently over the span. The effect of the
forewing–hindwing interaction on the horizontal force gen-
eration of the hindwing is largest at the midspan during both
downstroke and upstroke. The vertical force modulation of
the hindwing is small and decreases the lift. During the
downstroke, it results from the interaction on the outer span,
while during the upstroke, it results from the interaction in
the inner span.

Regarding the cycle-averaged force modulation of the hind-
wing, the vertical force slightly decreases over the complete
span with little variance. The largest modulation occurs at
0.4–0.5 SHW and it decreases gradually toward the tip and the
root. The horizontal force is increased considerably by the
interaction, and the modulation is distributed around 0.5–
0.6 SHW with slightly larger modulation toward the tip. The
increase in horizontal force generation is nearly equal to the
decrease in vertical force generation in the inner 0–0.4 SHW
and the outermost 0.8–1 SHW. In the region of 0.4–0.8 SHW,
the interaction increases the force generation because of the
substantially larger horizontal force modulation that, in the
global coordinate system, contributes to both lift and thrust
generation.

Our results contribute to a better interpretation of the wing–
wing interactions of a dragonfly with realistic wing shapes and
detailed spatial–temporal characterization. We hope that these find-
ings provide useful data and inspiration to artificial wing develop-
ment for tandem winged MAVs.
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